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An t!xt!molar of comparative law

Issues of health law and policy present quandaries which are common to societies at

roughly the same stage of economic and social development. Such quandaries must be solved

~ilhin the framework of each country's legal tradition and societal values. There are dangers

in assuming that a solution considered right for one country will be automatically appropriate

for another. Especially is this so where differing legal systems intervene to make the

borrowing of ideas awkward and, occasionally, even inappropriate.

Sadly, it is rare to find an author who is equally at home in the world of the common

law and in the civil law tradition which dominates the European legal scene. But such an

author is Dieter Giesen. Astonishingly enough for us who have heen brought up in the

common law, most scholars and practitioners of the civil law tradition look down on our

techniques as primitive: an arrested stage of legal development which has never quite

advanced to the codifiers who propelled the civil law into what they see as a higher stage of

development. We are berated for the fuzziness of our thinking. If the intensely practical

tI.lture of our discipline, as a problem solving system of law, gains occasional words of

admiration, our general reluctance to embrace theory and our manifest discomfiture in the

presence of a broad concept, produces a sense of irritation which is scarcely disguised. The
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,',*,~~~\stence upon the solution of the particular case, and the rearguard resistance to

dogg"",.."
'~w1~g from many cases to conceptualising the legal principles involved, turns a typical

~~;,;;'rJ#f into a frenzy of displeasure at what we, the common lawyers, look upon as our
I~;}!i.l~~\i:i:·- •
. '~"'it>9rksoflegal craftsmanship.

W,cc,,"'c"
"if;i6 this chasm of misunderstanding and mutual distaste, occasionally wanders a

"',."" ...... .'

~~,strives to bridge the gap between these two great legal traditions of the world.

"f~~h of them began in Europe (that is, ifth'- British Isles are truly part of Europe),

~'iS, now to be found in the four comers of the world where they compete for
<;;:.. -
?~ the legal regimes of humanity. To bridge the gap between the two requires a
?'i" .'

Iimind, a command of language and a willingness to learn, which is all too often
,:;-:;,:.~;"i"':· - .

Jii"'ffbrit the discipline of law. By its nature, law tends to be jurisdiction bound. It
<-'·$8h::,~_-_-~·,

};i,,~>';:·aitraets people who are content with the intellectual constraints of their particular

ip~~~I,t is this feature of law that makes the achievements of a scholar such as Professor

-':{~;themore remarkable.
"~--'~~~'

",~_'writing in comparative law affecting particularly health law and policy, is
:~:o<::_:~

ifji::',EqualIy at home in Berlin, Boston, Birmingham and Brisbane, he is truly an
!ci§}:"','
'i~1IlIi scholar. I have had the privilege of being his guest at the Free University of

J.of teaching a class with him, myself occasionally lapsing into faulty Gennan. His
'~~;:-.::':'

!~~f9Ierance, and extraordinaty knowledge of the detalI of Australian jurisprudence,
~~i:~7~",-

.'" ,)18Jjl!.;a?miration bordering on astonishment. His ready welcome to foreign visitors from
>~~);'~?"~~\;::;-:;

~'-Cli!liii'i?p"!~\V countries is legendary. Notably, he counts amongst his close friends and
"i~~--j,:~,--!-~i.'.

'\t~i~i~,s)Berlin, members of the Gennan judiciary who have always enjoyed a close link
";;J":;:'::C:':'~;':-'" .
tJ1H@ious universities in which German law has long been taught.

"C· "_''\\;'',

l';sperhaps appropriate that, in this volume dedicated to Professor Dr Dieter Giesen, I
,W;,",-

~te about the decision of the New South Wales Court of Appeal in Breen v

'~~I~!f'!Ij1J- ••. The case concerned the right of a patient under Australian law to have access to

~&!it~'s medical records. Professor Giesen has made significant contributions to the
':':}~:·.t1~:?}:;r,··

7.~~~.t!Us issue. Indeed, I began my judgment in Breen by citing Professor Giesen's
;~~z::.~
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analysis in his grand authoritative work, International Medical Malpractice

0~1i¢~f.(~.;:·of the case

t0i~~~the litigation in Breen was a by-product ofthe widely publicised actions over defective
~'
lfgreast implants. The appellant in the case, Ms Julie Breen, was an Australian patient
,t!ij':> . .

d~;fundergone bilateral augmentation mammap1asty in October of 1977. Subsequently,
~i;,"@i:

f:~g~~'the development ofbreast capsules. It was then that Dr Choimonde1ey Williams, a

"i")ll~;plastic surgeon of Sydney, Australia (the respondent before the Court of Appeal)
S~:{:

"\i'the picture. Concerned about the breast capsules, Ms Breen consulted Dr Williams.

:ting complaints of severe pain, o,:casioned by the application of pressure to the

sules,~Dr Williams decided to operate. The operative procedure was carried out in
',_~:;;/?,&~f-
'·~Kf~b.~1978. After the operation, Ms Breen discussed the r.emoval ofthe implants with Dr
:\,~~~¢.:,:~:,,-:- ','

'i;"However, there were no further consultations with, or operations by, Dr Williams.

llf1984, seven years after they had originally been insened, the silicon implants began

JfuBreen was alerted to the leakage of the silicon gel by a lump und~ her left breast.
&';;.:-,- -.
~'iiecessitated an operation, which was performed by another surgeon, Dr I A
i1[.r,:';-,
:~giill.: He removed the offending implants.

:~Rj::;(.::-. .
ii'f}ls Breen was by no means alone in the difficulties which she has encountered after
i~"-'"·';·;_

"",~g\~~ silicon breast implant inserted. Thousands of women in many countries of the
':~'ci}~',')~;'*c

'1]:~Ye experienced similar problems. The result has been a large enterprise of litigation
','t~ 'c

,,:~ier alios, the manufacturer of the breast implants, the Dow Corning company. This
;"<:;1>"

,itnbtIffioWn as the "Silicon Gel Breast Implant Products Liability Litigation". The principal
:;;.t~B!V-<'

':~~l§\efthat litigation is a class action begun in the United States District Court for the
~>lS_,-$'<;':~-~4 ~

~?~~ji,i;District of Alabama sub nom Lindsey et al v Dow Coming Corp et al. The case was
;:c">,:~_J~,:~:~.;'> ,.

Usi81l"4W District Court Judge S C Pointer.
~.~li:'~:',

i~{~ Breen wished to participate in that class action. So did some 2000 Australian

.'6".'{~hO claimed to be in a like position. The number of litigants in the United States class
'41~\%v,c,.;

1~:~naturalJY considerably larger. The aefendants in the United States proceedings
-'~~§,"

",'0'-'
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'i'I."";"-:::,:

%'~<:Cumbed. They conceded liability and agreed to settle. Under the tenns of the
~:j;~,.>,__ ,_c

~~j!iSS4.2 billion was set aside as a settlement fund. Overseas litigants were

':i~\l'~~ght to be an "opt out class" who could share in this settlement if they elected to
t'}!:"
~an litigants were to be entitled to share in the fund unless they specifically
(,,':;
~;:O.ut, and pursue alternative remedies. However, on 1 September 1994, Judge

ian order whereby the AIIstralian litigants (amongst others) were excluded from
:~~{~~'t'\''''0k But the judge gave these litigants the right to share in the settlement fund on

'?',_:'
"they were to "opt in" to the United States litigation before 1 December 1994,

gj; 'To do so, the Australians were required to file with the Alabama Court copies
,}J:~~';.

~i:aI: records supporting their claims. It was this requirement which eventualJy
'~,;,~:;.'_i.

~Breen's proceedings before the New South Wales Court of Appeal.

.~. lkst 1993, Ms Breen's Australian attorneys wrote to Dr Williams. On her behalf
t?t~l~\~'::'ueSl'&i that he provide them with copies of all primary medical records which he held

'\/(-:,:.
~~".~~. They stressed that they were not interested in obtaining a new medical

, .• _,§,Other type of summary. In line with the hitherto standard practice of medical
J?7$~~:\"- -.~
ilbi1eriin New South Wales, Australia Dr Williams refused the request. He stated that it
~~tti~}{'_':- -.
'~fo'ii~ding legal tradition" that such records were the "property" of the medical

-~I;;-~'"

rhey, were, he claimed, "an aide memoire to [his] treatment ofthe patient".
'\:-'

'.f',:;:,
.~i'e.is,no doubt that, under the law of New South Wales, and indeed throughout
~"'r~~,{~,

~dcountriesof a like legal tradition), access to medical records may be secured by
::!:s?~,

<lt~urt process. Judges of relevant courts may make orders for the compulsory
~~~,t~/·"
~.ij;~Dll!'dical records. Judges of the Supreme Courts of the States of Australia may

~~f~?est of a Judge in specified jurisdictions, of which the Federal District Courts

itates of America are one. Letters rogatory were secured from Judge Pointer in
. 'c. ' ",;~t:-"

;~(~eral Australian litigants for this very purpose. Clearly, however, this is a time
'd~~:>,"
!'S'@Ildcostly process. It places obstacles in the path of the plaintiffs who had been

s,"'~',;r,--'
,s.,:,~~_,,'·

~~~~f""tion from the United States implant manufacturers for many years. It was

:rld,~:l¥s reason that the solicitors who had been acting for Ms Breen (as well as the
·J.'·c:";:;;~,,",~;~

stra1ian women involved in the 'Australian part of the litigation) decided to

-4-
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These were:

~~'lY",
(;;..n's legal proceedings began when, in May 1994, she issued a summons out of
,~',.. ,

~E6urt of the Stale of New South Wales. The summons came for hearing before
'is;;',·

'is6ri'in the Equity Division of the Stale Supreme Court. Ms Breen submitted that
:~:~~i, .

iifr bases upon which Justice Bryson might find that she had a right of access to
';~,~:

\"hat there was a right of access under the common law of Australia;
',;;:'.:
That the common law would provide such a right in furtherance of the

~r;, .
:iftu,damental rights contained in the Intemational Covenant on Civil and
ii( ..

,"Politicol Rights which Australia has ratified and which may thereby influence

~'Australian common law in the case ofan uncertainty or ambiguity;
tj;;~·:

',:: That the right arose as an incident of the fiduciary duty owed by a medical

';~iacutioner to a patient; and

That the right was necessarily imp'lied in the patient's common law right to
'~r;

know relevant information about treatment before, during and after the

;.'~e". The issue in the case was not whether patients could eventually access

yi~rds by enforceable legal process. It was whether they had Q right to access
~ ,,",

. analysing the way in which, first Justice Bryson, and then the Judges of the

,i~\Vales Court of Appeal, approached each of these alleged bases of the right of
:t~ki:i_' .

~)t!orth briefly reviewing the developments of this area of law in two other common
",<,: .}J}j~{;'-, . . . "
f"E'!~Il)~the Uruted Kingdom and Canada. Such a revIew IS unportant for two reasons.
~·):~~~::;;':\s~~:r'., ....
.:(~j!~ the Australian approach to this issue in its interoational contexl. More

,!flt.:(>,i'f
.• lI!1Y;li! provides a background to the approach taken by the Australian judges in this
;~t~F?~i~~""'"

~~;~~h' of them, in varying degrees, examined, criticised or relied upon the
::\Y't_f:?j~V .

''W2i~.in the other common law countries.

. The issue in the case was not whether patients could eventually access 

ri .. ",rcis by enforceable legal process. It was whether they had Q right to access 

court orders. 
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8·q:i 
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in the United Kinedom and Canada

,[i,ithe United Kingdom the issue of a patient's riilJ,t of access to their medical records
~lf~~; . .

"i\1i"ibeen approached by the enactment of legIslatIOn. The general Data Protection Act
'Y-~';;:J'.t~~-~
~ff.~foUowedby the more robust and specific Access to Health Records Act 1990. For

:I~tdevelopments in that country are only of limited assistance to Australian courts

"''','''~ issues for in Australia there is no general access legislation which is relevant.
,~"\.):>~1,-·---- ' .
~M~hg.the enactment of the Access to Health Records Act, the English Coun of Appeal
) "',.

j:t'f{o have recognised an innominate common law right of patient access to records
~;~~~>;,
;11iilig them in its decision in R v Mid Glamorgan Family Health Services Authority; ex:

W~if;}n3. In that case, a patient sought access to medical records which had come into
~t'-\1;:':<:';'

,gc~'beforethe enactment of the Access to Health Records Act. His claim, therefore, had
i~*:t<'

jid~ermined on the basis of the common law. At first instance, Justice PoppleweU
V-i\t\&::'''',\.

sffiifs'id~'the claim on the basis that, prior to the Act, there was no right at common law to
::~i"ff;~~~:0r:---;
~f~'if'cess to medical records of a public health authority'!. The English Coun of Appeal

,>:'~~)}~~~~!:;-':'-
. ''''~;ihe appeal. However, in doing so, each of the judges made remarks favourable to a,.

j~t ofaccess to medical records. For example, Lord Justice Evans said5:

."rr judgmem, there is no good reason for doubting either that a right of access

exist or that it is qualified to [the ertent at least expressed now in the statute s
4.'-:.··~

,ij(c)]. The record is made for two purposes which are relevant here: first, to
~;.r:··
:fide part ofthe medical history ofthe patientJor the benefit of the same doctor or

rfii;;?;;'ccessors in the future; and, secondly, to prOVide a record of diagnosis and
+t1f$):~~ .
$!J'~l1tment in case offuture inquiry or dispute. Those purposes would be frustrated if
;~:,:{~n

.,,'!.~: )"ere no duty to disclose the records to medical advisors or to the patient

.J'fifi;~/f. or his legal advisers, if they were required in connection with a later claim.
tt);~i"\~,:,~-:'

~:;¥M,,,,,, the duty to disclose for medical purposes be limited, in my judgment, to
;;;'f~1Y':' '
",~ "~(~femedjca/ advisers. ... II

\P:<'"
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~_",., (I \,
\\;'0-,-

~~~j->
"8th, Lord Justice Nourse and Sir Roger Parker, concurring, made comments in a
}/:~.;

~~i'"However, each of these judges disposed of the case be aflinning that patients

R~~t of access to their medical records if such access is likely to endanger their
,"t'.<:-
'~i'mental health, Thus, theY were able to avoid spelling out the jurisprudential basis
",,,,...~ ,,...'

'~~on law right which theY had recognised, A typical common law solution, the civil
i''''+~ -
"'lament, In my opinion in Breen I observed6:

i'."'....;-

lie most thal can be derivedfrom Morfin is that it is an indication, at a high level of
~,.S';:-·

;{.English courts, and outside the obligations of statute, that an assertion by a
1,.',';

. ieal practitioner of absolute ownership and control of "his" medical"records
"'~-

ifi;,erning a patient, is unacceptable to the common law of England. But Martin
-~)';~\'.
dft.:;to provide the conceptual erplanation, by reference to a known legal
t\~:.\"_-"

!~ification, which will support the conclusions erpressed in a way that is coherent
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" .. infonnation about one's self revealed to a doctor acting in a professional

capacity remains, in afundomental sense, one's own. The doctor's position is aile of

tTlI
SI

and confidence. The information conveyed is held in afashion somewhat akin to

o tTlIst. While the doctor is the owner of the actual record the information is to be

used by lhe physician for the benefit of the patient. The confiding of the information

10 the physician for medical purposes gives rise to an erpectation that the patient's

,"",esl in and control of the information will continue . . . The trust-like 'beneficial

inlerest' of the patient in the information indicates that, as a general rule, he or she

should have a righl ofaccess to the informalion and that the physician should have a

corresponding obligation to prOVide iI. "

P,'),8

Tht primaIV' judge's decision in Breen

The application of the fiduciary nature of the patient-doclor relationship to the issue of

"ceSS to medical records seemed to me to be a very persuasive approach. As I shall show,

t11e approach of the Canadian Supreme Court was closely scrutinised in Breen, both at first

L'lStance. and before the New South Wales Court of Appeal.

- 8 -

Justice Bryson was not impressed by the claims that there was a right of accesS to be

iound in the common law. His Honour was not persuaded by the decision of the English

Coun of Appeal in Martin. He felt, I think with some justification, that the decision was

largely influenced both by the later legislative developments in the United Kingdom, and by the

European and international human rights covenants, rather than by any purely common law

nght easily defined and enforced.

Justice Bryson was also unimpressed by the argument put forward by Ms Breen on the

basi, of the lmenlational Covenanl on Civil and Political Righls. She had relied on the

fundamental rights embodied in the Covenant, and in particular, the peoples' right to self

detennination mentioned in Art I. Ms Breen also referred Justice Bryson to the decision in

Gaskm v Uniled Kingdom (Access to Personal Files) 12, in which the European Coun of

Human Rights had disapproved of an English Coun of Appeal decision on the basis that it

I
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h
d Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights13 In rejecting this limb of

oreac e .
n's arguments, Justice Bryson noted that neither of these conventions was in force as

,Is Sree

f '''strwan domestic law.
"",10 ""

. Turning to the third argument put forward by Ms Breen, that based on the alleged

.. '.~ duty which a medical practitioner owed to the patient, Iustice Bryson was not
~JUC1.... }

p<fsuaded by the Canadian authority. His Honour felt that in McInerney, La Forest I had

'deJ!1 dismissively with the concern that disclosure would lead to a decrease in completeness,

candour and frankness". Iustice Bryson was unwilling to extend the fiduciary principle so as

to ,ncompass the right ofaccess claimed before him.

The final argument put forward by Ms Breen in the proceedings before Iustice Bryson

relied on a patient's implied right to know any relevant information concerning his or her

",atment. This point was pressed before Iustice Bryson by the Public Interest Advocacy

Cenlre (PIAC), which had intervened in the case as an amicus curiae. The PIAC subntitted

thaI lhe patient's "right to know" was to be inferred from the reasoning of the High Court of

Australia in Rogers v Whittaker14 In that case, the High Court of Australia· the Federal

Supreme Court of Australia· had upheld a patient's right to know about the risks involved in

panicular surgical procedures. It had rejected the alternative, implying that it amounted to a

~nd of medical paternalism. Justice Bryson rejected this argument. He did not consider that

th, reasoning in Rogers could support a general legal right ofaccess to medical records.

In conclusion, Justice Bryson rejected each of the alleged bases for Ms Breen's right of

"cess 10 the medical records. His Honour sald I5:

"In my opinion there is no ground in the facts of this case on which the defendant'S

ownership of the documents should not be recognised as entitling him to control

access to them. The existing legal process for compelling production of documents

for the purpose of the conduct oflitigation is not adequate. H

-9-
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nu
before the New South Wales Court of AppealI!J!.S!le

In the proceedings before the New South Wales Coun ofAppeal, the arguments of the

. were somewhat refined. Ms Breen confined her argument based on fundamental rights
'1!f\Ies,

suggestion that where there is an ambiguity of legislation, or a gap in the Australian
10 the

n law affecting basic rights. it was now legitimate for AustraIian courts to have regard
",mJIlO

-,tional hW11BIl rights jurisprudence in resolving the ambiguity or filing the gapl6. In
:(1 Ult~· ...

• _<P Ms Breen urged that the Coun should consider Article 17.1 of the International
dllS )00, ..... ,

(o>,nanl as a proper inIluence upon the development of the general law of Australia • not as

?'" of that law but as an indication of how it should be developed when that could be

i,~timalely done.

Ms Breen subntitted a further ground on which the Coun ntight find a right of access

" medical records. It was argued that it was an implied term of the contract between Ms

Br"n and Dr Williams that he would provide her with access to the information contained in

'" medical records, on demand.

In addition, there was a slight softening in the extreme attitudes, and absolute

positions, which the parties had taken before the primary judge. Just as the Canadian Supreme

Coun in MeInemey, and the English Coun of Appeal in Martin. had recognised that

3.

I
,'

,":

!
•
~

::1.

~ii.·

~

~milations existed on the right of access, Ms Breen acknowledged that certain classes of

, ,,;ormation of the kind likely to be held by Dr Williams, would need to remain confidential.

II; Breen reformulated her claim to allow Dr Williams to maintain the confidentiallty of the

records in three specific situations:

I. Where the information had been created, or obtained, solely for his own benefit

(e.g. fees and administrative records);

2. Where the disclosure would, in the reasonable bellefofDr Williams, be likely to

cause serious harm to the physical or mental health ofMs Breen (the so-called

"therapeutic privilege" exception); or

Where the disclosure would found an action for breach of confidence, Le. by a

third person.

- 10-
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WH
'/

!~as agreed that, in Ms Breen's case, the first exception would encompass only the

I~tions between Dr Williams and his insurer, the New South Wales Medical Defence
o.:.,t;,.::
%fhad been accepted before Justice Bryson that the "therapeutic privilege" exception

,~]li';uon to the a.ctwd facts before the Court. It was included and acknowledged by

jfl~%~~t~ reflect the nature of the proceedings as a test-case relevant to other cases where

"5~e not as robust as Ms Breen. The third exception was fonnulated to meet one of

~liey objections that had been put forward b~ Dr Williams. This was the suggested
~,:;;/> .
~\iiiy of third parties who had communicated with Dr Williams (or persons in a like
;i',·,

the expectation of traditional confidentiality, being exposed to harm,

:o'nt, or the possibility of litigation where, reliant upon fonner practice, they had not

Court of Appeal was unanimous in rejecting each of the common law claims
~f{',,;

\iiJs Breen to justifY the right of access to the medical records. These claims were,
.,,-

Contractual right; the claim of proprietary right, the reliance on fundamental

'O' the assertion of an innominate common law right, and a claim that the right of

.~~j~m in contract was swiftly dismissed by the Court of Appeal. In my opinion, I
.~~{\:!;'

}<

\#~)d not be consonant with the rules binding on this Court for the finding of an

,,"!~ji;d term in a contract between a patient and a specialist medical practitioner in
,~~¥;t{,,, ;

;~l"?78'to hold that it included an implied term that the patient would have direct access
f&~%\'g*i',:) " .
l:ttJ}!Jrinformation in the raw material of the medical practitioner's files . .. Such a
~f;'f~~\>:: '
•te"'twos not necessary to give efficacy to the arrangement between the parties. It

~\.' ;'

from self-evident. "
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"n 'jt' . .J ....

h~ similar vein, Justice Mahoney, the senior Judge of Appeal, held that, although a

'i!1j;'p~~.ctitioner might be contractually bound to make the medical infonnation in his or
~~ __yf';':'_'J'

IM~~~ai1able to the patient, no tenn should be implied that the patient is to have the legal
'.M~~':·(':i'

}i~lioinpel inspection of the file itself. Justice Mahoney considered that the attempt to
• --'f~\">;

'~hatenn failed, regardless of the approach taken18.

~~~.~ ofa 'proprietary right and interest' in the aetual infonnation contained in the

i;~ similarly unsuccessful. I pointed out19 that th~ information in question could not

~%ed from the medium in which it is contained i.e. the paper with typed or

i notes. Since this paper belonged exclusively to Dr Williams, it was his to use in

er he so pleased. Justice Meagher, the other Judge of Appeal participating,

,sed this claim, noting that both the High Court of Australia, and the New South
;:.

ofAppeal had each earlier held that mere knowledge cannot he property20.

fthough he reached a similar conclusion, Justice Mahoney discussed the claim of a
i'!',
X:right in more detail than either Justice Meagher or myself. Justice Mahoney
f.~;/\'

r))he principles which have been applied in Australia to determine the ownership of
tl:Xf,iOs':,
'I'documents which have come into existence as a result of the relaiionship between

":.... -1 ,

iiie<i "professional" and their clients. He discussed the rights of ownership in light
B.-"'" '.

dl~cular factors: the nature ofthe relationship between the parties; the purpose to be
e,;.";."'"'...~:!~ .

'r&!~i}ythat relationship; and the particular terms of the contract between them. His
~.~:;..;.

'tjn general tenns, was that the ownership of documents will vary depending on
...",

J~1f(e 'particular factors. In the case of a medical practitioner, Justice Mahoney
~'~~~:0,;<:'.>' -
y····ihat prima facie a medical file kapt by a medical practitioner was the property of

~i~; -.

fpn,er. However. certain documents, such as specialist reports paid for by the
':("
,igbt, in some circumstances, become the property of their patient. Importantly,
~~~:-:_,'-

~9~ey considered that notes taken by a medical practitioner, where they included
t::/·(~ -',

!f-gp,servations made by the practitioner (what Dr Williams described as his "musings")
-~'-..".:;,.

~l~.frpperty of the medical practitioner.

1Jl,eitfli~d common law claim asserted by Ms Breen relied, in the revised way which I
0;£$,:\:_. ;_ _

9iJ~" on what she described as "fundamental human rights'. I dealt with this
~l(
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~}jonlY briefly. The other judges ignored it altogether as outside orthodox legal

'~:ln Australia which has few constitutionally guaranteed rights and none which were

X'p.;t simply, Ms Breen could not rely on the International Covenanl to assert any
::.~:

;mm~~~~w right, in my view, since that instrument has not been incorporated into Australian
£it::;:tt;;.:;.:o.",
'j;5'iJ~~i'a.w. The Covenanl could influence the development of the law. But it could not

.:'-,

'·~se of action where previously there was none.
f'", . .
""'~inain basis on which Ms Breen sought to found a common law right of access to

, records was the assertion of an innominate common law right. In this way Ms

~tw,t to rely on the English decision in Ex Parle Martin. Until quite recently such

')~~isiOns of general common law exposition were often regarded uncritically in

"'ind applied with almost automatic diligence. As I have pointed out above, the

__ ~"Marlin was unsatisfYing, as well as being an inappropriate basis upon which to
':~f~

}riB!ll of access, because it lacks a solid jurisprudential foundation. Rather than
,~k'f'; :
i&'JIs Why such a right might exist, the members of the English Court of Appeal simply
$~~';':',<
""'''5 existence. In fact, the decision in Ex Parte Martin appears to have been largely

'. _by both the passage ofstatutory rights ofaccess in England, and the criticism which
*lE:"
",eai! Court ofHuman Rights in Gaskin had directed at the English common law.

,_,c.iice Mahoney concluded that the decision in Ex Parle Martin was more about a
;;:~'."

~ess to the information held in m~cal records, than a right of physical access to the

.Eiilt~rds, such as was claimed by Ms Breen. Viewed in this manner, Justice Mahoney
~/;:Njy_

'\rt~liIt&! to support the decision. However, his Honour did not think that Ms Breen could
"'$!~:~)i;
~P."'l ilto assert the particular right which she was claiming. So this claim too was

j~~~t~:
:<t.i'<' , .
;lJ')1"e final common law claim asserted by Ms Breen was that a right of access to
,<~-\

.~~~rdswas implied by the obligation of a medical practitioner to provide information

, .1 ~lE~;;t concerning a medical procedure. This obligation was confirmed by the High Court
,:;"')$1;

~a in Rogers v Whiltaker21 . I did not accept that the right of acceSS could be drawn
.:-''\.~

';;~fd;"ision in Rogers. I was unwilling to confine the decision in Rogers in the manner
'_"i'.,<-',_,

, )~~';'n behalf of Dr Williams. He suggested, that the decision spelt out the entire
;(;Btj:~~;_~:
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~~¥lf' .
:tEilhedical practitioner's obligation to provide infonnation to a patient concerning
'-jk,~~r ;
'Rf~~:,dure. On the other hand, I was also unable to accept that Ms Breen could

~intain her claim on the basis ofthe decision. I said22 :
".\.:.~,-..., ...

..,.-,
""':'''1!clt:,t derive from B!lgg:§. the general "right to know" which Ms Breen asserts. It
,''-~~~:i_~ii&'\~:[,~~-:, -:,
;~tf;;;g;idi~ curiOUS and unconvincing to derive that right from the law oj negligence,
:~~:"..:.;? ?f~~!::~'.:.';:':

of such peculiarity and then embellish it to provide the foundation for an

Friright of access to information in private medical records. There is a

.,,~·jeop from the entitlement ofa proper erplanation by a medical practitioner
~~WP';" . . .

.. 0 ".:·iirJiJlitithe dangers ofmedical procedures as 'nc,dentalto treatment to an affirmative
A&~~t}';f:d~~~}(' :--
.,l'f1:'''-b.lig~t!on to give access to information in records by a medicalpractitioner who has

.. .&~;'::suedand who has never been said to have jailed in his duty oferpiatuJtion to
:{;t:~~t~:r} "

'" ., )iispf!llent.
:~~,*~t~1t::~~~~XS'?',.:; ,

_'~~;~~;~$t~~:i>
:n$:rl-g~¥:'~'r-~ccess as an incident of B fiduciary relationship between doctor and patient
·i:#'~:');\?~~{~:''t)~:;· : .',
',< ';""Qi\iili~fipuci"'Y issue, each of the members of the Court of Appeal reached a different

. '''~i)C()nclUded that the medical practitioner-patient relationship could properly be
~~}~1',- ",,\.

•n.!~ctaS fiduci"'Y in nature, and that one incident of this relationship was that the
,:_-.,.~;11~~~1~~:-: ;

iIli~iflW"a:right of access to his or her medical records as held by the medical practitioner.
~~~1:~~:~~~')',;-'," ,,;
.. iJ<:itJi\it'jland, while Justice Meagher was willing to concede that the medical practitioner

'¥~:~~~;-H';' ',,"
,Jriir'r~litionship could be classed as fiduci"'Y, his Honour did not think that the

'~?~~::::~~J:;;~~~' <'-'-,'
~tfcj~$iA~ties as a fiduci"'Y would extend so far as to generate in the patient a right to
,....:~-, ~;':,\-;';;!_,~1't'>',;:,::'

.~tfj;:iD.edicalnotes and records. Hence the reasoning of Justice Meagher and of myself
,}',:j~(fi/:~~!/-"~' ;
~,.~(,~~~the ,issue of the content of the fiduci"'Y obligation. Finally, Justice Mahoney

'c< :::~;;i~';,::,W'~:J~~;7:

."!!iI,¢jit,Od:lJi:e",idea that the relationship between a medical practitioner and his or her patient
::'~'t'~d:~tn;:~\~:"': .

, ,,,~ensed as fiduciary in nature.
i:~t¥,\:'f~':;:.'i·, .
.• . ·~.~.Mahoney examined the decision in McInerney v MacDonald in some detail. He

'0",-:'
;""'"''''i"~iJ1ai, although it was not the function of Australian courts to consider the
;c:'I;;;:?:'i:~~;'~:,;Hf~\;
:~j~~9fthe reasoning of the Supreme CoUrt of Canada, insofar as it stated the law of

~~%}~~:,;'
,s

", ••••..• ';"0';"

",,<fica! practitioner's obligation to provide infonnation to a patient concerning 
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~rilie premises relied upon by La Forest J in Mclnerney did not correctly state the

~Jiries in New South Wales, Australia. Nor did Justice Mahoney agree that the

"'"hi'lfr~~ the Canadian court followed from those premises. In particular, he thought
il ' '"

~~~dg to infer that a fiduciary relationship existed between a medical practitioner

'~;':,,:relY because ofthe requirement that a medical practitioner act with the utmost

"ria'IOyaity towards his or her patient and hold information given by the patient in

';'iuStice Mahoney was also troubled by what he perceived as the failure of the

'S~p~~e Court in Mclnerney to distinguish between the duty of the medical

}ti>'convey information to the patient, and what the court termed "the obligation to

'~tothe information the doctor uses in administering treatment". While he thought

.·atly'woUld ordinarily exist, Justice Mahoney was unwilling to recognise the laner.
::~l~'{.

~iID my analysis of this issue by reviewing the law of fiduciary obligations as it

~ds in New South Wales, and indeed throughout Australia. I conducted this
t,l."

l~ting six propositions. First, I stated that "the fiduciary principle is in a state of

'1t~hose impetus has not been spent to the present day". This, I think, is,- '

"'.1. . Secondly, I noted that the development of society has necessitated an
'.;>

:f the scope of the fiduciary principle. Furthermore, "it is to meet new

that the criteria of fiduciary relationships. and the duties thereby imposed,

",''';;' Thirdly. I pointed out that the trustee-beneficiary relationship

,~rin Keech v Sandford2.3, had been extended, by analogical reasoning, to other
~~'~~¥t~~~~;,,;,:':, .'
'Q~liip~ involving trust and confidence.

t7~~f;.-.-: '. ,
,$~J6Urth proposition which I noted was that, although fiduciary obligations were first
i,~:Z.;~:'<_:,

"Filla commercial context, the fiduciary principle should not be limited to commercial
~;~:-,:-

ji~s.·' These were mere species of the genus. They could not possibly define and limit
,4:$;i';':~

,.~,~on of the fiduciary principle. The search, therefore. was for a unifYing notion,
~ iJ~lt<~.:" ,

,,:\1!l't~!l'J§/all the relationships which the law considered to be fiduciary in nature. In this
~>j~j¥::>~'{-,:

(il;<l~ted Professor (now Justice) Finn's anaIysis24:
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ii{iiwst be shown . .. is that the actual circumstances ofa relationship are such
'l-,'",

~tecpartY is entitled to expect that the other will act in his interests in andfor the
'C;;:',',.

'f&s;of the relationship. Ascendancy, influence, vulnerability, trust, confidence
·tr~;·
~'tjieJldence doubtless will be of impartance in making this out, but they will be

only to the atent thaJ they evidence a relationship suggesting thaJ

The critical matter in the end is the role the alleged fiduciary had, or

•token to have, in the relationship. It 1I1USI so implicate that party in the

~i'j§ciffairs or so align him with the protection ar advancement of that other's
',/;r,;;::~>_."

iliPlsis;that the foundation rostsfor the "fiduciary expectation".
-""','.

i',' dealt with the significance of a contraetual relationship to the recognition of
~!\!

auilt, I pointed out that a fiduciary relationship may co-exist with a contractual
-~;~$~~f;' .~"'''11'' doing so, it will neither distort the contract, nor be distorted by the implication

~:;~_::'

, '0' to continuing fiduciary obligations.

""Jiiial point I made in my opinion was thst a person may be in a fiduciary
1i~~~~f',:';

',fulsome aspects of his or her activities and not in other aspects. Again, this
,~:~;, .

..As;in'no serious doubt. Even where a fiduciary relationship between two parties
fU~\'i;·.-
~iished in certain circumstances, it will be necessary to bave regard to the facts
.-. --~~~i: "

1~ particular transaction to see whether it requires the application of fiduciary
-~~~:'"

~~~;'--:
",g:examined the general stste of law of fiduciary obligations, I turned to consider

','

ch. obligations could be read into the relationship between Ms Breen and Dr

",:tif.1ced a line ofUnited States decisions25 which bad recognised the existence of a
?~r~&;:

. 'l\ii>oship between a medical practitioner and his or her patient. I then examined
;~"

.dl!tlofLa Forest J in McInerney which built upon these United States decisions. I

':t~'bY his Lordship's reasoning. I said26:

-.:~~·thiS analysis wholly convincing. It does not stand alone. Both in New Zealand
:(~~tt~'>'.
Jf#'ii'fked in this Court, it has been sUited, or inferred, that for some purposes the
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!iionship ofmedical practitioner andpatient is a fiduciary one or can give rise to

",ic~ble fiduciary duties. See eg Duncan v Medical Practitioners Disciplinary

;/Qllgle the ownership of the paper or other medium in or on which intimate

6/';1 infonnotion about the patient is kept and the right of access to that

hnation against the reluctance of the owner. But a court of equity can do so. It
~~S~_~:":": ."'if{'rfo so in an established fiduciary relaJionship, out of regard to the special and

;n%dte interests of the patient in the content of the medical information which
.t:'0.'--.;,
~;;~efns nobody more directly than the patient. "

.a~g· concluded that a fiduciary relationship existed between Dr Williams and Ms

\~'..lical practitioner and patient, I then turned to examine the duties which arose
~?:,.
ri'~~tionship, and specifically, the question ofwhether a right of access to the medical

'files was an incident of the fiduciary character of the relationship.

.i ~e the policy considetations which have been suggested to be relevant to the
'.,.:-','
-'~>,

~&ding whether they should recognise a right of access to the infonnation. The

~li~ns;"hich favoured the rejection of such a right were:
'~s~t::;_:;-'

~~;.

\)}~h The possibility that any infonnation secured might aetually harm the patient, i.e.
~";~f.;:,

the so-called "therapeutic privilege";

:The fact that such access might sometimes expose the practitioner to the risk of

.being sued;

The fact that, since it had not been previously thought that a patient could gain

access to their medical recotds, certain of these documents may have been

written or prepared in a more guarded manner had the right of access then

existed and been recognised. Expectations should not be disappointed; and

·17·
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'tioJ'1Ship of medical practitioner and patient is a fiduciary one or can give rise to 

fiduciary duties. See eg Duncan v Medical Practitioners Disciplinary 

[1986} 1 NZLR 513 (HC). 520f; Smith Kline and French Laboratories 

~~U@L!!JO!:Q!WJil1ll. [1989} J NZLR 385, (HC) 396; Wickstead and Ors v 

(1992) 30 NSWLR 1 (CA), 19. A court of common Jaw may not be able to 
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iati,}nshi'p, and specifically, the question ofwbether a right of access to the medical 

was an incident ofth. fiduciary character of the relationship. 
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whether they should recognise a right of access to the information. The 

which favoured the rejection of such a right were: 

The possibility that any information secured might actually harm the patient, i.e. 

the so-called "therapeutic privilege"; 

'The fact that such access might sometimes expose the practitioner to the risk of 
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to their medical records, certain of these documents may have been 

written or prepared in a more guarded manner bad the right of access then 
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It was suggested that the provision of the right claimed by Ms Breen, given the

wide-reaching its consequences, was properly a matter for Parliament and not

the courts.

against theses considerations were the factors which supported the recognition

an attribute of the fiduciary duty owed by a medical practitioner to a patient in

i\:liJnSWlces. These were:

The recognition that the duty of the medical practitioner to act in the patient's

best interests would limit and control any unnecessary collection of information

hannful. or prejudicial, to a patient. Furthermore, the medical practitioner

would retain the "therapeutic privilege" and the obligation of protection of the

confidences of third parties;

primacy of the patient's interest in information which concerns their

personal integrity and autonomy;

" The inadequacy of summaries as a substitute for a right of access, especially in

today's more mobile society;

,s'The advances in information technology, which have made the provision of

i<'llCCess to a patient's information file both a realistic and a generally inexpensive

option;

'The recent changes in the medical practitioner-patient relationship, at least in

Australia, whereby patients are now less blindly trusting, and more assertive of

their entitlements to information about themselves and medical care and to legal

and other redress where this is not adequately provided;

. The fact that information about a patient is lawfully provided to a great

profusion of health professionals and paramedicals involved in the treatment of

,"the patient. It was argued that is a trifle unpersuasive that access should be

denied to the person most intimately involved (the patient) when so may others

may gain that access;

- 18-
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Legislative developments in Australia, both Federal and Stale, which have

afforded a right of access to medical records held on a patient in a public

hospital or in other public records. The common law should develop in general

harmony with these statutory provisions;

The fact that a patient can invoke coun procedures to secure access to the

infonnation in the original records and can therefore ultimately enforce a right;

and

. In response to the claim that medical records would probably become briefer

and less candid, the response of La Forest J in McInemeYJ.7 was convincing.

Knowledge of a right of access, and the resultant increase in accountability

may, in fact, improve the accuracy, contents and sufficiency of the medical

records. The burden of any additional time and costs would, if reasonable, be

borne by the patient.

"

.j examination of the competing policy considerations affecting the development and

~i the current state of the law in Australia in this topic led me to the conclusion that

t~~Appeal should recognise the right of a patient to gain access to his or her original
~fh,:::::- .
:,ecords, as an incident of the fiduciary relationship between a medical practitioner and

;1·.~~: ;
(patient. Once this had been established, it was clear that, in failing to provide Ms

i~(~roperaccess to the information which she sought, Dr Williams had been in breach

'~~~ary duty. The unacceptable character of his breach was demonstrated, as it
~?i':~
19 me, by Dr Williams' clear indication that he would provide access but only if he
~~%"':

'~'!ipletely released from all legal liability to Ms Breen. This indicated that Dr Williams'
,~'i.\r
'~";'j:

...)"ere ultimately to protect himself; not to advance the interests of the patient.

"'~;[~{patient wanted the records she could get them - provided she went to the cost,
~~i:f;~"~~~'~t

k1i~~~eO the delay and inconvenience, of securing letters rogatory from the United States

'''';¥#~r .'
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afforded a right of access to medical records held on a patient in a public 

hospital or in other public records. The common law should develop in general 

The fact that a patient can invoke coun procedures to secure access to the 

information in the original records and can therefore ultimately enforce a right; 

· and 

· In response to the claim that medical records would probably become briefer 

and less candid, the response of La Forest J in Mclnemejl7 was convincing. 

Knowledge of a right of access, and the resultant increase in accountability 

may, in fact, improve the accuracy, contents and sufficiency of the medical 

records. The burden of any additional time and costs would, if reasonable, be 

borne by the patient. 
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Once this had been established, it was clear that, in failing to provide Ms 
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duty. The unacceptable character of his breach was demonstrated, as it 

by Dr Williams' clear indication that he would provide access but only if he 
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.'r.~~\~l-~;;i~;~Z::itiefuture for the asserted Ii ht of ace s in Australia
'$";\~~'->':"'r_IO~_"

·l~'.~,,;;;*~gr~i;~~on the nature and incidents of the relationship between Dr Williams and Ms
~:"c£::~~~f.'lt~:,·,

'., " ~61 shared by the other judges in Breen. My purpose here is not to re-argue our
.Jl'::0~;;:;:;·,,-_'

~'d~~f~ for that is found in the law reports. Under our conventions, judges do not ro-

~i1gfPfessional opinions in public debate. Rather my purpose is to describe the
, -, ~_:~"','."'/~\ '

L~':"~~d to call it to wider DOtice fDr it states an issue pertinent to the relationship
'~"':;:",i>:';"';~>'('-Y..... @c.J practitioDers and their patients in the world today. As I stated above, Justice

~r~i~~!tunng to recognise the existence of a limited fiduciary relationship between a
:-¥S;~i'_
':dODer and his or her patient. He was DOl, however, willing to recognise a right

._ Jeaical records as an incident of this relationship. Justice MabODey was DOt even

'~¥;:1~~i~erise the medical practitioDer-patieDt relationship as fiduciary in nature.
,'L';::\A':\i
;~~ytmajority, Ms Breen's claim was dismissed by the New South Wales Court of

~V:'

.ow~~,thestory does Dot eDd there. After her initial appeal was rejected, Ms BreeD
:;;H~M',;<::
.. ···'\leave to appeal to the High Court of Australia. On 12 May 1995, the High

~~a granted special leave to appeal: the first step on the way to appellate
_.§.,-~~._.-,

ii.however, reserve the right to revoke the grant of special leave, in particular, if
~.;:~~,,-:,;

~tnterventionmade the determination qf the issues in the case redundant. The
\',,/ ,

Figh Court will otherwise probably be heard some time in early 1996.
0:': _'~

,de this note, with all due modesty, with a reference to some of my closing
:,g'"

t~.~;'..These remarks reflect the imparlance of the issue before the Court, and the
y;.,
"~1"

,,','ll;'!(9,amental rights, such as the right of access to medical records, to be recognised
':~§~S~~:-:'-'c

. ··i'4~tel....ed from expensive and time-coDsuming legal procedures:
,~;.,\>,,::,:

,~
:ifJJlfilment of the right asserted by a patient ought not to be frustrated by
,&'::~:.

. ~",~~lIg cumbersome, dilatory and e:r:pensive court process to be issued It ought
,~~K~!2i: ~\,~

~i~f,e,~ilhheld in a purported bargain to provide it only if the patient, who is

""~~~: prOVides ;he medical practitioner with a release from all passible claims,

:~;f;:; -
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del),t.,.. "" that is found in the law reports. Under our conventions, judges do not re

:~\~rJrf~fofes!;io~tal opinions in public debate. Rather my purpose is to describe the 

to call it to wider notice for it states an issue pertinent to the relationship 

practitioners and their patients in the world today. As I stated above, Justice 

vas',willing to recognise the existence of a limited fiduciary relationship between a 

and his or her patient. He was not, however, willing to recognise a right 

records as an incident of this relationship. Justice Maboney was not even 

'i:~ora<oteIise the medical practitioner-patient relationship as fiduciary in nature . 

. !!",jonity, Ms Breen's claim was dismissed by the New South Wales Court of 

"",""., .... the story does not end there. After her initial appeal was rejected, Ms Breen 

to appeal to the High Court of Australia. On 12 May 1995, the High 

granted special leave to appeal: the first step on the way to appellate 

I:howeve<, reserve the right to revoke the grant of special leave, in particular, if 

r~~ji~~:!!'tervention made the determination qf the issues in the case redundant. The 

Court will otherwise probably be heard some time in early 1996. 

this note, with all due modesty, with a reference to some of my closing 

. These remarks reflect the importance of the issue before the Court, and the 

~~mellta1 rights, such as the right of access to medical records, to be recognised 

l'im:eleased from expensive and time-consuming legal procedures: 

~~:".(.q~~ Fii/ft·lmfl't of the right asserted by a patient ought not to be frustrated by 

cumbersome, dilatory and e:r:pensive court process to be issued It ought 

in a purported bargain to provide it only if the patient, who is 

prOVides the medical practitioner with a release from all passible claims, 
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'Ver they might be. This Court should uphold the patient's right in the present
'iF:q§:<;
;;\~t6j,.irppropriate/Y precise equitable relief"

- ~~'...;.~

~i>:.,;

;~¥1.\:
~S'sor Giesen, whom we honour in this volume of the Journal is a great teacher of

ti,,~~w in the context of medical law. By studying the decisions the of courts and
i'~~j%y;:
\"'''''~ers in other countries we can learn useful analogies for the approach to the

'K.·
'l~les which should govern the rights and duties of medical practitioners. In the

'blJment we have much to learn from each others' legal systems. Professor

~i;u,le exemplar in this regard. But in the end, the willingness of judges, or
\;';

·"er. to derive lessons from other legal traditions depends upon their willingness

experiences of others and. the open-mindedness to learn from their

~_:£(~~;;;< ..
/1Ucliilel Kilby AC. CMG. President of the Court of Appeal of Now South Wales. Austtalia.
'f:)li'c!\:ourt of Appeal of the Solomon Islands. The author wishes to adalowledge the assistance
i'O';~icparation of this essay from Mr Ben GafIikin, Rescan:h officer to the Now South Wales Court

.",

81.

ka..'··"~Oned the amendment of English law by the enactment of the Access to Health Records
.. t,,_"""
t"-,.
-;i-
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rObing,,., (1988). Ci!cd in above n 1 at 525. 

~,,,,=,,,, Records: Breen v Williams" [1995J Med L Rev 102 at 105 - 106. 

Eastem Dispensary and Casualty Hospilall96 F 2d 931 (1967)~ Cannel v Medical and 

NE 2d 278 (1974). 
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